Experimental methods for the measurement of intrinsic interactions between moving dislocations and the crystal lattice are considered. It is emphasized that the stress pulse method is applicable at stress levels greater than about twice the static flow stress, while internal friction experiments may be used to explore the interaction at very low stress levels and small dislocation 
Considerably larger dislocation displacements and velocities are involved in the strain rate vs. stress experiments. In this type of test only the product of mobile dislocation density and average dislocation velocity may be determined. Hence a knowledge of the mobile dislocation density is needed to determine an average dislocation velocity uniquely. A reliable measurement of the mobile dislocation density cannot be made, so that reliable estimates of dislocation velocities are difficult to obtain from these experiments.
Since dislocation displ a cements are observed in the direct method, a theoretical model connecting dislocation dynamics with the measured parameters is not required. It must be recognized, however, that only an average velocity can be determined with this 2 method. When the stress pulse technique is used and dislocation positions are determined before and after a rectangular stress pulse is applied, an average velocity given by the displacement divided by the pulse duration is found. When the dislocations are continuously observed during their motion, as in a transmission electron microscope, velocities a re determined which are averages over the time period set by a video or motion picture framing rate or are averages over a displacement dictated by the resolution of the system used to observe the dislocation. Deviations from the average velocity which might take place as the displacement varies over atomic dimensions therefore cannot be detected. It is generally assumed that a terminal dislocation velocity is determined in the direct method and that the driving force supplied by the applied stress is equal to the retarding or drag force at that velocity. The intrinsic interactions may then be studied at either very low stress levels (internal friction measurements) or high stress levels (strain rate vs. stress and the direct method).
Extrinsic interactions are reduced by (i) minimization of impurities and the total dislocation density of the test crystals, (ii) using "fresh" dislocations which are free of segregated impurities and contain a minimum number of jogs, (iii) minimizing or avoiding interactions of dislocations on the active slip system or attraction of dislocations to free surfaces (these interactions may increase the driving force on the leading dislocations and cause the intrinsic drag forces to be underestimated). One method is described below which has been found effective in reducing extrinsic interactions so that the strength of intrinsic interactions could be determined. This method utilizes torsional stress waves to produce single, short duration stress pulses. Dislocation displacements are observed either on a cross section normal to the cylindrical specimen axis (the cross section is subjected to a stress distribution corresponding to that of static torsion) or on the cylindrical surfaces of the specimen (where the maximUin torsional stress acts).
IV. TORSION TESTING
The method used to generate torsion waves with a 2~J,sec rise time has been described elsewhere. The theories discussed below indicate that the dominant intrinsic interactions take place very near to the core region of the dislocation. We conclude from this that a free surface parallel to the slip plane and about 11-L away from the dislocation core will have a small effect on the intrinsic drag since its effect on the dislocation strains and displacements near the core is small. Dislocation displacements near an end surface of a cylindrical crystal in a torsion pulse test should then be representative of the displacement of isolated dislocations in the bulk crystal.
Recently we have observed the mobility of edge disloca-··-tions in Cu at 4. 2°K using the crystal geometry shown in Fig. 3 . . ,.
A torsion test at room temperature was made to compare the The first of the above three mechanisms has been treated by two approaches, strain field scattering 12 and phonon viscosity.
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Each source of dislocation damping has a characteristic velocity and temperature dependence and is expected to dominate in a particular temperature, dislocation velocity region. 15 Both effects become vanishingly small as the temperature is decreased towards absolute zero.
In the region of the Debye temperature, energy dissipation by phonon scattering exhibits a linear increase with temperature, while the phonon viscosity effect becomes temperature -independent. There is the additional small contribution from macroscopic thermoelastic damping.
The second of the above mechanisms is operative whenever a dislocation is accelerating. Three conditions under which this may occur are described below. The acceleration of a dislocation from som e uniform velocity (including zero velocity) under the influence of an externa l stress field, either in the case of the free movement through the lattice or of its motion between obstacles in the crystal, is accompanied by the radiation of elastic energy. 17 A dislocation moving through a crystal lattice is constantly accelerated and decelerated by the oscillating stress field of the thermal phonons. This interaction,
u er mec an1sm as 1t 1s common y nown, g1ves r1se o the radiation of thermal energy. Arguments have been presented to prove that the flutter mechanism becomes negligible at very low temperatures.
19 As the TJebye temperature is exceeded, the thermal phonon mean free path decreases to the order of atomic dimensions.
In this limit a significant volume of the dislocation strain field cannot be coherently excited by a thermal phonon, and the flutter mechanism again becomes unimportant. In addition, for a moving dislocation, the Peierls 1 barrier presents an oscillating stress field, with attendant h 1 d . . 21 t erma energy ra 1at1on.
This barrier is especially important in BCC metals.
The third mechanism mentioned above has been more recently ... 
